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Abstract 
In this study, we attempt to design a fuzzy data warehouse. The classification elements to design the concerned 
fuzzy data warehouse are presented through the following tasks: identification of the target attribute, the 
linguistic terms, attribute of class membership, definition of the functions of membership, degree of attribute 
membership, definition of table of fuzzy classification and fuzzy membership. From all the above tasks, we 
present a method allowing to design a fuzzy data warehouse data. What enables us to design, starting from a 
traditional data warehouse, a fuzzy data warehouse, which takes into account, inaccuracy and other uncertainties 
inherent in the digital data constituting the data warehouse. The Fuzzy logic enables us to deal with this type of 
data without affecting the base of this data warehouse. 
Keywords: Target Attribute; Class Membership Attribute; Membership Degree; Membership Attribute Degree; 
Fuzzy Classification Table; Fuzzy Membership Table.  
1. Introduction 
The major transfers, which affect the world economic system, have marked repercussions at the regional and 
national levels. This evolution is irreversible. It is thus necessary to consider globalization as an essential data to 
take into account in the company strategy. Vis-a-vis globalization and with growing competition, the decision-
making became crucial for company managers.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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The effectiveness of this decision-making is based on the provision of relevant information and adapted tools. 
Companies’ task is to effectively exploit significant volumes of information, coming either from their 
operational systems, or external environment, to support decision-making. The traditional systems have been 
proven inadequate to such activity.   In order to mitigate this disadvantage, of the decisional systems were 
developed. Most of these systems are based on a centralized storage space, called data warehouse whose role is 
to integrate and store useful information for the decision makers and also to preserve the data history to support 
analyses during the decision-makings. These systems of data warehouse receive data for the analysis of the 
surrounding operational systems. Because of the complexity and number of operating systems, the data received 
by the data warehouse are heterogeneous. This is why the data must be homogenized in at the first stage before 
the data warehouse starts processing them. The quantity of data, which must be processed in a data warehouse, 
increases daily and it is transformed into difficult tasks for the administration and analysis. Furthermore, the 
data coming from the operational systems are often incomplete, vague or uncertain (dubious). This quality 
problem cannot be completely eliminated in the data preprocess stage.   Consequently, a certain quantity of 
inaccuracies influences directly the analysis and the decision-making based on information of a data warehouse. 
The fuzzy theory, proposed by Zadeh in [1] can face the lack of clearness, with uncertainty and imprecision. 
Contrary to probability systems, it is also optimized to interpret the imprecision in the human language and 
reasoning. Consequently, the application of fuzzy logic on technologies of data warehouse improves the analysis 
of the data and, this leads to a better decision-making. In this study, we propose an integration of fuzzy concepts 
in a classic data warehouse   to obtain a fuzzy data warehouse.   We present the steps to be followed to design a 
fuzzy data warehouse. This study is organized as follows: at section 2, the fuzzy data warehouse concept is 
presented. Section 3 presents the model Meta and the modeling method of a fuzzy data warehouse. Section 4 
describes classical data warehouse and shows the fuzzy integration concepts to obtain a fuzzy data warehouse. 
2. Fuzzy Data Warehouse 
The concept of data warehouse was proposed by W.H. Inmon in 1990 to meet the needs for analysis of data 
which the transactional systems could not ensure [2, 5]. The models of data warehouses allow the design of data 
bases dedicated to the analysis. This analysis can be led to various levels of granularity, on huge amount of data 
represented in an aggregate way [3, 4, 6, 7,8 ]. Moreover, the models of fuzzy data bases are particularly 
interesting for the representation of the fuzzy and uncertain data and the taking into account of fuzzy requests.   
In this section, we present a concept of fuzzy data warehouse based on a structure of a Meta table. 
2.1.   The  fuzzy data warehouse Concept 
Fuzzy concepts can be integrated as the meta table structure without affecting the core of a DWH. Our approach 
is more flexible, since it enables the integration and definition of the fuzzy concept, without the need for 
redesigning the DWH core. The use of this DWH storing approach makes it possible to extract and analyse data 
simultaneously, in a classical form and a fuzzy manner. The purpose of this section is to represent some 
concepts of the meta tables, the modelling guidelines and the meta model of the fuzzy DWH approach. In order 
to integrate fuzzy concepts in a DWH, we start by identifying and analysing the elements which have to be 
fuzzily classified in the DWH. Such an element can be a fact in the fact table or the dimension attribute. An 
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element which has to be fuzzily classified is called the Target attribute and the value range of that element 
instances is called the Domain of attribute. We define below some basic concepts linked to fuzzy DWH, 
concepts which will be used thereafter. 
Domain of attribute: A set of potential values or the range of potential values of a dimension attribute or a fact 
is called Domain of attribute or Universe of discourse of a domain. The Domain of attribute of a Domain A is 
denoted DomA. 
Target attribute: A dimension attribute or a fact which is to be fuzzy classified is called a Target attribute 
(TA). Under fuzzy classification, the TA instances are classified over a set(S) represented by a linguistic 
variable. The linguistic variable consists of a set of non-numerical terms called linguistic terms, S = T1,…, Tk. 
The linguistic terms of a linguistic variable are captured in an attribute called class membership attribute. 
Class membership attribute (CMA): a CMA for a target attribute TA, represented by CMATA, is an attribute 
which has a set of linguistic terms T1,…,Tk to which the target attribute may belong. In other words, for all the 
possible values of a TA (of domain of attribute, DomTA), there exists a corresponding relation to a CMA value. 
The values of CMA are the values in the set S. 
All values of DomAC to some fuzzy degree belong to a CMA value. The degree of membership to a CMA value 
is called membership degree and it defines the relation of an instance TA to a CMA value. 
The membership degree (MD∈ [0, 1]). It is the measure to which the values of a target attribute TA are linked 
to some linguistic terms T1,…,Tk, respectively with the values of CMA. The MG is calculated using the 
membership function. 
Membership function (MF): the MF of a CMA class is a function μ(TA) which is used to calculate the MD  of 
a TA to a CMA  μ: TA→ [0,1] 
The membership degrees generated by the membership functions are captured as membership degree attributes 
in the fuzzy data warehouse model. A membership degree attribute is defined as follows: 
Membership Degree Attribute (MDA): the MDA of a TA is an attribute which has a set of MD of the TA. 
The value of a MD is calculated by a MF and is represented by µt(TA) = MG where MG is the membership 
degree of TA for the linguistic term t in CMA. An attribute which has to be fuzzily manipulated is prolonged by 
two meta tables. The first meta table contains a description of the fuzzy concept and the second meta table 
contains membership degrees of each instance with regards to the CMA. The two tables are defined as follows: 
Fuzzy Classification Table (FCT): A table which consists of linguistic terms and and their unique identifiers is 
called FCT. There are two attribute tables which consist of an ID attribute and a CMA, where the ID attribute is 
a unique identifier of the table values. Formally, 
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FCTTA = {identifier; CMATA} 
A table which stores the values representing the measure to which a value is linked to a linguistic is called Fuzzy 
membership table (FMT). It is a four-attribute table: the Identifier table attribute, the target attribute identifier 
TA, the class membership attribute CMATA in the fuzzy classification table (FCTTA) and the membership degree 
attribute (MDA) for TA. Formally, 
FMTTA = {identifier; identifier of TA; Identifier of CMATA; MDATA} 
2.2. The Model of fuzzy data warehouse 
The model of fuzzy DWH is a combination of four types of tables. They are dimension tables, fact tables, FMTs 
and FCTs. 
A fuzzy DWH is a set of tables represented the following way 
FDW = {Dim, Fact, FCTTA, FMTTA} Where  
Dim = {a set of category attributes; level of category attributes} 
Fact ={ a set of measures} 
TA = {TA1, TA2,…,TAn }, n is the number of FCAs. 
 It should be noted that the set of TAs is a subset of the dimension set and the set of facts. Formally, TA is a 
subset of Dim U Fact (i.e. ∀TAi ∈ Dim U Fact: 1≤ i ≤ n). 
For each TA1, TA2, .... ; TAn : 
FCTTAi = {identifier; CMATAi} où 1≤i≤n. 
FMTTAi = {Identifier, Identifier of FCT, Identifier of TAi, MGATAi} où 1≤i≤n. 
Guidelines for the modelling of the Fuzzy Data Warehouse 
We present, here, a set of guidelines for the design of a fuzzy DWH model and the use of these guidelines for 
the elaboration of a meta model for the FDW using a real-life case. 
i. Distinct fuzzy Classes / Linguistic conditions 
A set of linguistic terms (also called fuzzy classes) is used to classify instances of a target attribute. In the 
simplest case, the linguistic terms are distinct, given that there is only one set of not repeated linguistic terms 
between them. In this case, one instance of a target attribute belongs to only one fuzzy class at a time and the 
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degree of relation is measured by the MF. Formally, 
TAinstance (1): Fuzzy classes (1) 
 
Figure 10: Add a fuzzy classification table (FCT) and a fuzzy membership table (FMT) and a fuzzy 
membership table (FMT) for each target attribute TA, as indicated below. 
TAinstance (1): Fuzzy classes (1) 
But with different membership degree 
 
Figure 11: If an instance of a TA belongs to a fuzzy class, but with multiple degrees of membership, add a FCT 
and M number of FMTs, As indicated below, where M is the number of distinct membership degrees. 
ii. Different linguistic conditions for a target attribute 
An instance of a target attribute may belong to multiple linguistic terms as professional users can have more 
than one set of classes to which an instance of target attribute may belong i.e. multiple fuzzy classes and 
multiple MFs. Formally, 
TAinstance (1): Fuzzy classes (M) 
Guideline3. If an instance of a TA belongs to multiple fuzzy classes, but with the same membership degree, add 
M number of FCTs and a FMT, where M is the number of distinct linguistic terms. Guideline 4. If an instance 
of a TA belongs to more than one fuzzy category with different membership degrees, add a number M of FCTs 
and FMTs, as indicated below, where M is the number of distinct linguistic terms, and one FCT is linked to one 
FMT at the most. 
3. Meta Model and method of modeling of a fuzzy data warehouse [13, 17, 19, 20] 
3.1 Meta Model 
According to Harel and his colleagues Al. [16], a meta model defines the elements of a conceptualization, as 
well as their relationships. Figure 1 shows the meta model of the proposed fuzzy DWH in which the right side 
shows the meta model of the classical DWH. The left side shows how the fuzzy concepts are integrated with a 
classical DWH as a structure of meta tables. 
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Figure 1: Meta model of fuzzy DWH 
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The model class of a DWH in the meta model refers to a DWH schema which is made up of one or more fact 
tables, and two or more dimension tables. A fact table is located at the centre of a DWH model and it essentially 
captures the commercial measures of the process (Kimball [17]). The relationship with dimension tables is 
realized with the help of fact attributes. A fact attribute could be a measure (also called fact) or a key attribute 
(primary or foreign key). A measure (a sub-class of the fact attribute) captures critical values of a business 
process i.e. whereas a set of key attributes are used to capture the relationship with dimension tables. In a 
classical DWH, two or more dimension tables surround a fact table. A fact table can also be linked to one or 
more other dimension tables to form hierarchies. In this case, each dimension table is at a different level of 
hierarchy (in order to comply with the snowflake schema). The level of hierarchy is referred to by the class of 
the dimension level in the meta model. A dimension table contains some dimension attributes which represent 
the category attributes or key attributes of a dimension table. The key attributes capture the relationship between 
dimension tables, respectively between fact and dimension tables. Moreover, other non-key attributes 
characterize the category attributes of a dimension table [19]. The model class of fuzzy DWH considered in the 
meta model refers to the fuzzy concept integrated within a DWH. For each target attribute identified a model of 
fuzzy DWH can be added. Thus, a classical model of DWH can have more than one fuzzy DWH model. Fuzzy 
concepts may exist without a linguistic variable. These fuzzy concepts are represented by fuzzy DWH models 
without a FCT.  Each FCT has a relation to one or more FMTs. Therefore, the fuzzy DWH model is made up of 
one or more FMTs and zero or more FCTs. A FMT is built of FMAs. A FMA might be a key attribute to denote 
primary key or foreign keys. A second type of FMA is the MDA.The instances of the MDA are calculated by 
the FMFs of the fuzzy DWH model.  The FCT contains the fuzzy CMAs which can be, similarly to FMAs, key 
attributes. Furthermore, the fuzzy class membership attributes can be a class membership attribute that describes 
the linguistic term of the fuzzy concept. 
3.2   A method of modelling a fuzzy data warehouse [19] 
In order to create a fuzzy DWH, a method is shown that guide the translation of a warehouse of a crisp DWH 
into a fuzzy DWH. The input of the method is a classical DWH and the output is a fuzzy DWH. The process is 
broken down into two phases: in the first phase, the first phase elements of classification are defined and in the 
second phase, the fuzzy DWH is built. Figure 2 shows the tasks and order in which they are carried out. 
 
Figure 2: Graphical overview of the modelling method of a fuzzy DWH 
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Elements Classification   
The purpose of this stage is to define the elements of classification which are used in the second stage to build 
the fuzzy DWH model. It involves three tasks: identify the target attribute, identify the linguistic terms and 
define the membership functions. Here are the details: First task: This task consists in identifying what has to 
be classified i.e. the TA which contains the values destined to be classified fuzzily. This will be done in a way 
that takes into account the input of the end user. In the simplest, a TA is identified. For Example 1, consider 
product price as a TA. Second task: It consists in determining how the values of the identified TA should be 
classified i.e. identifying the set of linguistic terms which are used to classify the instances of a TA. Repeat this 
task for all TAs. It is showed by Loop-through 1 in Figure 2. There are two possibilities: 
Case 1–Distinct linguistic conditions: it is the simplest case in which the linguistic terms are distinct i.e. there 
is only one set of linguistic terms. Formally, 
TA instance (1): Fuzzy classes (1) 
For the example of the product price, let us consider the set of linguistic terms for  {price_high; price_average; 
prix_low}. 
Case 2–Different linguistic terms for a TA: it is a case where there are more than one set of linguistic terms to 
classify the TA instances. In this case, instances of the TA belong to more than one linguistic term, as identified 
by professional users. Formally, 
TA instance (1): fuzzy classes (M) 
For the example on the product prices, consider that the following sets of linguistic terms are identified. These 
sets are {price_low; price_average; price_high} and {cheaper; cheap; expensive}. The linguistic terms might 
already exist in a classical DWH modelling form of instances of a dimension category. In that case, these terms 
can be used for classifying the cases of TA. Third task: it consists in defining a MF (denoted μ) for each 
linguistic term. It is done in such a way that the values can be determined over a scale of 0 to 1. Repeat the task 
for each identified linguistic term. It is showed by Loop-through2 in Figure 2. It could be the case only for 
different users i.e. a TA belongs to the same set of linguistic terms with different membership degrees. The case 
is as follows: 
The case is as follows: 
Case 3–Different MDs for the same linguistic terms: it is a case in which an instance of a TA belongs to a 
linguistic term with  different membership degrees. It can be due to the fact that multiple business users have 
different interpretations of a single instance of a TA i.e. the multiple MFs are used for a TA. Formally,  
TA instance (1): fuzzy classes (1) 
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But with different membership  degrees. 
4. Application of the data warehouse  
This paragraph presents a case study in the measurement of the output by using a brewery company. The case 
study aims at underlining the advantages of a warehouse of fuzzy data during the classification of the elements 
in a warehouse of data. First of all, the brewery company and its warehouse of initial and traditional data are 
presented in sub-section 4.1. In sub-section 4.2, the vague concepts are applied to the warehouse of data in order 
to build a warehouse of vague data.  
4.1. The company of brewery product  
We apply the method described here in a brewery company in Democratic Republic of Congo. This company is 
a manufacturing unit having its actions on all the Congolese territory. It produces and markets its products 
according to a certain logic imposed by the manager of this company. It works in collaboration with its 
customers. Each Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of the week, it puts in circulation its vehicles in order 
to supply its deposits. The deposits are on the one hand the customers for the brewery company and on the other 
hand, of the salesmen close to the ultimate consumers. The company delivers its products in racks, these racks 
are measuring units on which any calculation carried out on the sales of the company is based. All the deposits 
are equipped with products or the customers can come to buy. For each transaction of purchase a customer is 
registered in the warehouse of data. To measure the performance of the company, the company installed a 
warehouse of data. The company uses to evaluate its performance the sale (sales turnover) of each transaction of 
purchase. For the transaction of information on the customers, the product and the deposit are seized. Figure 3 
presents the model in flake of the data of the marketing of the products of the warehouse of the data.  
4.2. The fuzzy Integration of the concept dataWarehouse  
In addition to the traditional analysis in the warehouse of the data, the brewery Company needs some features 
which are available by using the fuzzy concept.  
Dimension product  
The products are classified in various prices. In the warehouse of the traditional data, the products always have 
different prices. With classification in the warehouse of the data, the company classifies the product with a 
concept. On the basis of method presented in sub-section 3.2 initially the category "attribute of product" is 
defined like target attribute.  
The second stage consists in identifying the linguistic terms. In this case, the linguistic terms are various prices 
to which the products belong. For the price of the product, the warehouse considered the linguistic terms for 
higher, price average and lower price.  
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Figure 3: Classical Datawarehouse 
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After having identified the attributes target, the linguistic terms and their functions of membership, the structure 
of the table meta for the fuzzy concept can be defined according to the second stage of the process of modeling. 
According to the first and the second task, a table of fuzzy classification and a table of fuzzy membership must 
be created. The table of fuzzy classification holds the kinds like attributes of membership of class. The table of 
fuzzy membership contains degrees of membership for each attribute targets corresponding to the attributes of 
membership of class. The size of a fuzzy belonging is a Cartesian product of the product table and a fuzzy 
classification table. For the third and last task, the table of fuzzy classification, the table of fuzzy membership 
and the target table of attribute must be related to each other.  This last task is finished by bringing back the 
attributes of foreign key of the table of fuzzy membership with the attributes of primary key of the table of 
attribute of target and the table of fuzzy classification. figure 4 shows the product dimension and fuzzy concept 
of the product price. 
 
Figure 4: fuzzy concept of price product 
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Dimension customer  
The brewery company is interested in the analysis of the amount of the sales on the basis of classification of the 
customer.  The use of a fuzzy concept which classifies the customers in the good, means and bad customer is a 
more suitable classification. The fuzzy concept allows a classification finer grain of the customers. The category 
of attribute customer in dimension customer is defined like target attribute in the first task of the method of 
modeling. In the second task, a set of linguistic terms is defined  as {good, moderate, bad}.  An adaptive fuzzy 
concept is used and the functions of membership are defined in the third tries as follows: 
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The base is calculated by subtracting the lowest revenue from the highest revenue. 
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The amount of the sales by customer depends on the amount in fact. Consequently, each time that a new 
authority in fact of the amount in fact is added, the income of the customer is modified too. The recalculation of 
the income of the fuzzy concept to each change of the table of facts will affect the fuzzy performance of the 
warehouse of data in a negative way. So the amount of the fuzzy concept of the customer is adapted on a 
monthly basis by the brewery company.  
Moreover, the customers are classified according to their age, in order to analyze the products according to the 
age of the customers. The target attribute is the category of attribute customer like front. The customers are 
classified with a vague concept containing the old, average and young linguistic terms (second task of the 
method of modeling).   
In the third task, the company defines the function of membership in the following way : 
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In the first task of the second stage of modeling, two tables of fuzzy classification are created for the fuzzy 
concepts and a table of fuzzy membership for each fuzzy concept is created. Each table of fuzzy membership 
will be the size of the Cartesian product of the table of fuzzy classification and the table of customer. In the third 
stage, the table target customer of attribute, the tables of fuzzy membership and the tables of fuzzy classification 
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are connected the ones to the others by using the relations of foreign key. Figure 5 illustrates the diagram of the 
table of dimension customer, the fuzzy concept of the revenue customer and the fuzzy concept of the age 
customer.  
 
Figure 5:  fuzzy concept of costumer revenue and the costumer age 
Dimension store 
The surface of each store is recorded in the warehouse of data. The brewery company is interested to know the 
performance of the small and large sales of store. Consequently, the company creates a fuzzy concept to classify 
the surface of store in large the, average ones and small surfaces. For the first task in the first stage, the table 
store is selected like target attribute and for the second task, the linguistic terms large, average and small are 
selected. The fuzzy concept has the characteristic of a limited vague concept that the company will not be able 
to rent the stores with a surface lower than 40 square meters or larger than 250 square meters.  
For the three tasks, the functions of membership are defined as follows:  
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For the second step of the modeling method, the fuzzy classification table from task one and the fuzzy 
membership table from task two are defined to integrate this fuzzy concept in the fuzzy data warehouse. The 
fuzzy membership table of this limited concept has the size of the Cartesian product of the fuzzy classification 
and the store table. This is due to the fact that the company will always rent new stores in this range of surface, 
so all stores are classified. The relation of the tables is established by the foreign key relations. Figure 6 presents 
the table schema of the fuzzy concept of store surface.  
 
Figure 6: fuzzy concept of  store surface 
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The fuzzy concept of store surface can be propagated to the dimension levels city and region. The propagated 
fuzzy concepts are adaptive fuzzy concepts and the membership functions calculate the membership degrees 
based on the specific domain of the target attributes. Therefore, the membership function uses a ranking on the 
ordered set of the domain of attributes. The membership functions are as follows: 
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The propagated fuzzy concepts reuse the fuzzy classification table. Hence, for each dimension level on which 
the fuzzy concept is propagated, an additional fuzzy membership table has to be defined. Figure 7 illustrates the 
fuzzy concept store surface with the propagated fuzzy concepts on level city and region. The fuzzy membership 
tables for the propagated fuzzy concepts are represented as dashed table objects.  
Fact sale  
The company creates also a classification on the amount of sale in the table of facts. According to the process of 
modeling, the table of information is selected in the first stage a task of the target attribute. The sales must be 
classified like high, middle and low. In the second task, the terms linguistic high, middle and low are defined. 
The sale is defined by the amount of sale per day. A fuzzy concept of open end with discrete functions of 
membership can be used in this case.  
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Figure 7: Propagated Fuzzy Concepts City Store Surface and Region Store Surface 
In the three tasks, the functions of membership are defined as follows: 
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In the second stage of the method of modeling, a table of fuzzy classification for the task one and a table of 
fuzzy membership for the task two are defined. The foreign keys of the table of fuzzy membership are in 
relation to the primary keys of the table of facts and the table of fuzzy classification in order to build relations at 
the stage three. Figure 8 presents the diagram of the table of fuzzy concept of the sales.  
The fuzzy concept of sale is a significant fuzzy concept for the brewery company. Consequently, it is 
propagated with all the attributes of each category of dimension. The total categories of the attributes exist in the 
data warehouse and for each category attribute a fuzzy membership table has to be created. 
 
Figure 8: fuzzy concept of sale 
The propagated fuzzy concepts are defined as adaptive fuzzy concepts and the membership functions are 
described, in store dimension, as  a ranking of the domain of the target attributes. The membership functions for 
all propagated fuzzy concepts are as follows: 
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The brewery company has decided to consider the fuzzy concept of customer dimension  as a distinct fuzzy 
instead of redefining it as propagated fuzzy. Fuzzy sale concept is still propagated  at the customer dimension. 
The customer dimension can be classified into two different revenue  concepts. 
The target attribute revenue of the base fuzzy concept revenue is modified as soon as new data is added into the 
data warehouse. The actual data from the source systems is loaded every night by the ETL process of the data 
warehouse.  
The classification of the propagated fuzzy concept revenue has to be recalculated as soon this event takes place 
in order to always guarantee a real time classification. The brewery company decides to trigger the recalculation 
of the fuzzy concept revenue after every daily load. 
Fuzzy Data Warehouse Schema 
Finally, the data warehouse schema is extended with the meta tables of the fuzzy concepts. In Figure 9 the fuzzy 
data warehouse schema is presented including the meta tables for all fuzzy concepts shaded grey. For each fuzzy 
concept, the fuzzy classification table and the fuzzy membership tables are presented.  
The linguistic terms for a fuzzy concept are stored in the attribute CMA in the fuzzy classification table and the 
membership degrees of a target attribute to the corresponding linguistic term is stored in the attribute MDA in 
the fuzzy membership table. The fuzzy membership tables of propagated fuzzy concepts are presented as dashed 
fuzzy membership table objects within the fuzzy concepts.  
For readability, the thirteen propagated fuzzy membership tables of the fuzzy concept revenue are only 
symbolized by one fuzzy membership table object and the relations to the category attributes are omitted. For 
simplicity, the dimensions which do not have any fuzzy concept are only depicted as boxes with the dimension 
name. The structures of these simplified dimensions are retained as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 9: Fuzzy Data Warehouse Schema for the brewery company 
5. Conclusion   
Data warehouses are developed for an effective management of large volumes of data at ends of analysis and are 
used  for the performance of the companies.  In general, professional users of data warehouses interpret the 
numerical values in an incorrect way. The use of fuzzy logic makes possible to exploit in depth the contents of 
data warehouse and require an interpretation in significant terms, non numerical. The fuzzy representation 
allows  the integration of the fuzzy  concepts in dimensions and the facts, while preserving the structures of 
clear data  using fuzzy  logic. In this study, we proposed an approach of modeling of a data warehouse of a 
brewery company   by taking into account data presenting some inaccuracies.  We use the fuzzy set theory in 
order to allow  the integration of the fuzzy  concepts in dimensions, dimension product, dimension customer, 
dimension store and the fact sale,   and that,   while preserving the structures of clear data. This integration of 
the fuzzy concepts leads to the design of a fuzzy data warehouse. 
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